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ABSTRACT 

According to the definition of Third Generation Partnership Program (3GPP), Machine 

Type Communication (MTC) is a new type of data communication between machines 

and devices without human interactions. Long Term Evolution (LTE) is a recent 3GPP 

cellular standard and is a promising technology to support future MTC data traffic. 

One of the main goals of LTE is to provide fast and seamless handover from one cell 

to another to meet strict performance requirements while simultaneously keeping 

network management simple. Understanding the MTC handover algorithm is a key for 

designing and optimizing a network and the applicable Quality of Service (QoS) 

scheme capable of providing adequate communication services. 

Two existing handover algorithms were evaluated namely A2-A4-RSRQ and A3-

RSRP. The performance evaluation was done using simulator that were derived for the 

handover service in LTE network. Different combinations or settings of threshold, 

offset, hysteresis and Time-To-Trigger (TTT) values were used to obtain the optimal   

results. Performance evaluation based on handover measurement within certain 

deployment scenarios such as different User Equipment (UE)/MTC device speeds and 

performance metrics were number of handovers, throughput and handover delay. 

Based on the analysis of the optimal settings of both algorithms under different UE 

speed scenarios, the performance of the selected algorithms were compared and the 

results proved that A2-A4-RSRQ performs better than A3-RSRP. It has been shown in 

simulation that the proposed handover algorithm (A2-A4-RSRQ) can effectively 

reduce the average number of handovers per MTC device when compared with A3-

RSRP handover algorithm. Moreover, the proposed handover algorithm is able to 

maintain acceptable throughput and handover delay as per 3GPP specification.  
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CHAPTER ONE  

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the theoretical knowledge required for understanding the 

concepts discussed in this study. It is intended as a background reading in order to 

comprehend the chapters to come. It begins with the description of background 

information, followed by the clear definition of the research problem and stating the 

objectives and research questions to be answered in order to meet the objectives. 

Winding the chapter is the significance of the research, scope and organization of the 

research work. 

1.1 Background Information 

The world is developing into a Networked Society, where all kinds of devices interact 

and share information. This means phenomenal growth in terms of communicating 

devices and traffic volumes in a variety of fields, such as transport and logistics, smart 

power grids and e-health. Advancements in cellular communication have resulted in 

the emergence of Machine Type Communication (MTC) due to the wide range, 

coverage provision, low costs and high mobility support of cellular networks. Long 

Term Evolution (LTE) is a recent Third Generation Partnership Program (3GPP) 

cellular standard and is a promising technology to support future MTC data traffic. 

1.1.1 Machine Type Communication 

MTC (or Machine to Machine (M2M) communications) is seen as a form of data 

communication among devices and/or from devices to a set of servers that do not 

necessarily require human interaction. Communications can use both mobile and fixed 
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networks. MTC will enable an endless number of applications in a wide plethora of 

domains, impacting different environments and markets (Taleb and Kunz, 2012). 

MTC is also about collecting and distributing the meaningful data efficiently, often in 

real time, managing connected devices, providing back-end connectivity anywhere and 

anytime and consequently enabling creation of the so-called Internet-of-Things (IoT). 

At the present time, the most interesting applications from the commercial point of 

view are related to intelligent transport, smart meters (automatic electricity, water and 

gas meters reading) and tracking and tracing in general. However, the M2M 

application space is vast and includes security, health monitoring, remote management 

and control, distributed/mobile computing, gaming and industrial wireless automation. 

1.1.2 Long Term Evolution 

LTE is part of the 3GPP Release 8 specifications. It is an emerging technology that is 

designed to deliver fixed, and more recently, mobile broadband connectivity with 

higher peak data rates, greater flexibility for heterogeneous networks and flatter 

network architecture. LTE supports MTC/M2M applications and provides mobility 

through fast and seamless handover mechanism for UE/ MTC device movement within 

the range of network coverage from one base station to another in similar or different 

network.  

LTE network can be used to create a rich set of M2M applications, e.g., Smart Grid, 

Healthcare and Intelligent Traffic System (ITS). Smart grid is the next-generation 

electrical power system, which embraces MTC in order to control and optimize power 

generation, distribution, and consumption. Smart machines, also known as smart 

meters, gather utility usage information from electrical appliances and send the 

information to the MTC server at the utility provider for analysis by communicating 
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directly through LTE network. In healthcare, MTC facilitate remote patient monitoring 

and healthcare services. Thus, elderly or chronically ill patients can stay at home. One 

or more machines are used to send the patient’s health information (e.g., blood 

pressure and body temperature) to the MTC server in the hospital at regular intervals or 

on-demand via LTE. Moreover, in intelligent transportation system, MTC can be 

applied to enhance efficient transport, security, safety, navigation and traffic 

information, accident notifications, automatic emergency calls and breakdown 

assistance. Machines onboard a vehicle’s navigation system communicates status 

information (e.g., location and velocity) to the MTC server via LTE network. The 

MTC server in turn analyzes the collected information and sends up-to-date traffic 

information to the vehicle’s navigation system through LTE network (Taleb and Kunz, 

2012). 

1.2 Statement of the Research Problem 

Several researchers have suggested LTE as a candidate to support MTC. The use of the 

cellular based MTC communication has increased rapidly over the years. This is 

because cellular communication systems are more adequate for majority of the MTC 

applications as they are encompassing a wide range of requirements including 

mobility, ease of deployment and coverage extension. Originally, the cellular standards 

have been designed and implemented to support Human Type Communication (HTC). 

Recently the growing demands of the HTC traffic is rapidly increasing due to various 

services provided by the cellular operators to the mobile users. On the other hand, the 

MTC traffic is expected to increase even rapidly as compared to HTC traffic, making 

the Quality of Service (QoS) provision a huge challenge. 
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LTE as a cellular standard is expected to support the future MTC traffic. The 

increasing MTC traffic would undoubtedly pose severe challenge for LTE to support 

various mobility profiles for internet of vehicles application such as ITS to ensure that 

the MTC traffic is not affecting the regular conventional services such as data, voice 

and video.  

The concept of mobility offer several advantages to MTC devices. They can stay 

connected by handovers to the cells closer by as they move in the network while 

maintaining their services. Seamless mobility anywhere and anytime type of service 

provision have always been key design principles for legacy cellular networks. 

Mobility is also the requirement of several MTC applications such as Intelligent 

Traffic Systems (ITS), transportation and logistics, e-health, etc. for regular 

monitoring. Figure 1.1 shows the scenario for high mobility traffic communication 

including three kinds of communication: Inside Vehicle Communication, MTC for 

Vehicle to Vehicle and MTC between Vehicle and Traffic Control Center. Inside 

Vehicle Communication provides the necessary information for driver to control the 

vehicle. MTC for Vehicle to Vehicle extends the auto communication area from one 

car to a group of vehicles. Finally, the traffic control center monitors the traffic 

information and communicates to MTC servers using the mobile relay station and base 

stations of the LTE Core Network. Thus, vehicles can communicate with traffic control 

center to acquire necessary traffic information. 
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Figure 1.1: Scenario for ITS (Chang, 2013) 

Since originally LTE has been designed to support HTC traffic, existing LTE handover 

algorithms do not consider MTC data traffic features on regular LTE traffic. Most of 

handover algorithms were optimized to support the requirements of HTC. 

For the reason above, it is vital to present a comprehensive study about LTE and 

awareness of its mobility capabilities in MTC devices especially in the motion state so 

as handover will not compromise with the network Quality of Service (QoS). 

1.3 General Objective 

The general objective of this research is to identify handover algorithm for the machine 

type communication in LTE network. 

1.3.1Specific Objectives 

The research intends to achieve the following specific objectives:  

1. To investigate handover requirements for LTE network. 

2. To evaluate performance of existing handover algorithms in LTE network for 

MTC. 
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3. To evaluate performance of the proposed handover algorithm for MTC in LTE 

network. 

1.4 Research Questions 

This research aims to answer the following questions: 

1. What are the handover requirements for LTE network? 

2. What are the performances of existing handover algorithms in LTE network for 

MTC? 

3. What is the performance of proposed algorithm in terms of number of 

handover, uplink throughput and delay? 

1.5 Significance of the Research 

This study will contribute to resolve the problem of selecting the most appropriate 

handover algorithm for MTC in LTE network for network operators/service providers. 

The study also serves as stimulant for further research to be conducted in area of 

handover in MTC in different technologies to come. 

1.6 Scope of the Research 

The study proposes the handover algorithm for MTC in LTE network for ITS 

application because this application involves mobility and the performance parameters 

which have been evaluated are number of handovers, uplink throughput and handover 

delay. Uplink throughput has been chosen because most of the MTC devices send data 

to the network frequently. The MTC devices are rarely receive data from the network.  

 

Moreover, these parameters are important to be monitored to enhance the requirements 

of MTC in LTE network. 
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1.7 Organization of the Research 

Chapter two describes the system architecture of MTC and LTE and provides an 

overview of MTC traffic features and requirements in LTE network. A detailed 

description of LTE handover, handover measurements and existing handover 

algorithms are also given in chapter two. Moreover, Chapter two discusses related 

works done so far and concludes by explaining why this research is required. Chapter 

three gives an overview of the research design and presents the details of simulation 

environment. Chapter four presents the simulation results. Chapter five concludes this 

study followed by the future directions.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 Introduction 

This chapter begins with a brief outline of the MTC architecture, followed by MTC 

traffic features, requirements and properties of MTC applications. Moreover, LTE 

architecture, LTE handover, handover measurements, performance metrics and 

existing handover algorithms have been discussed in detail. Furthermore this chapter 

discuss related work done so far on performance of handover algorithms in LTE 

network.  

2.1 MTC Architecture 

The MTC is a very active area under discussions in the 3GPP for integration within the 

LTE/LTE-Advanced framework. It consists of three main domains, namely the MTC 

device domain, the communication network domain, and the MTC application domain 

as shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 respectively. Depending on the use case, the 

MTC devices transmit or receive a determined amount of data at a determined 

frequency. MTC devices can be either fix installed (e.g. implemented in a factory’s 

machine, gas meters, etc.) or mobile (e.g. fleet management devices in trucks). The 

heterogeneity of the features of MTC devices (i.e., in terms of mobility, amount of 

transmitted data, security, etc.) enables mobile operators to make different 

optimizations for grouping MTC devices, charging MTC applications, and controlling 

network resources used by the MTC devices. The communication network domain can 

be a wired or a wireless network. The MTC application domain consists of MTC 

servers, under the control of the mobile network operator or a third party. 
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Figure 2.1: MTC Devices Communicating with MTC Server in the Operator 

Domain (3GPP, 2010) 

 

Figure 2.2: MTC Devices Communicating with MTC Server outside Operator 

Domain (3GPP, 2010) 

2.2 MTC Traffic Features 

Mobile networks have to adopt certain key features in order to allow MTC devices to 

access the air interface. Table 2.1 describes properties and requirement of MTC 

applications. 
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Table 2.1: Properties and Requirements of MTC Applications (3GPP, 2010) 

 Smart meters eHealth ITS Surveillance 

Mobility None Pedestrian/Vehicular Vehicular None 

Message size Small (few kB) Medium Medium Large 

Traffic pattern Regular Regular/irregular Regular/irregular Regular 

Device density Very high  Medium High Low 

Latency requirements Low (up to hours) Medium (seconds) Very high (few 

milliseconds) 

Medium 

(<200 ms) 

Power efficiency 

requirements 

High (battery powered 

meters) 

High (battery power 

devices) 

Low Low 

Reliability High High High Medium 

Security requirements High Very high Very high Medium 
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2.3 MTC Traffic Patterns 

MTC has three elementary traffic patterns: Periodic Update (PU): This type of traffic 

occurs if devices transmit status reports of updates to a central unit on a regular basis. 

It can be seen as an event triggered by the device at a regular interval. PU is non-real-

time and has a regular time pattern and a constant data size. The transmitting interval 

might be reconfigured by the server. A typical example of the PU message is smart 

meter reading (e.g. gas, electricity and water). Event-Driven (ED): In case an event is 

triggered by an MTC device and the corresponding data has to be transmitted, its 

traffic pattern conforms to this type. An event may either be caused by a measurement 

parameter passing a certain threshold or be generated by the server to send commands 

to the device and control it remotely. ED is mainly a real-time traffic with a variable 

time pattern and data size in both uplink and downlink direction. An example of the 

real-time ED messages in the uplink is an alarm/health emergency notification and in 

the downlink could be a Tsunami alert. In some cases, ED traffic is non-real-time, for 

example when a device sends a location update to the server or receives a 

configuration and firmware update from the server. Payload Exchange (PE): This last 

type of data-traffic is issued after an event, namely following one of the previous 

traffic types (PU or ED). It comprises all cases where larger amount of data is 

exchanged between the sensing devices and a server. This traffic is more likely to be 

uplink dominant and can either be of constant size as in the telemetry, or of variable 

size like a transmission of an image, or even of data streaming triggered by an alarm. 

This traffic may be real time or non-real time, depending on the sensor and the type of 

the event. Real world applications are often a combination of the above-mentioned 

traffic types (Laner et al., 2013). 
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2.4 LTE Architecture 

3GPP LTE is the latest standard in the Global System for Mobile communication 

(GSM)/Universal Mobile telecommunication Systems (UMTS) line specified in 3GPP 

Release 8. It replaces the Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) 

transmission scheme of UMTS so that Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple 

Access (OFDMA) is used for downlink while Single-carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA) is 

used for uplink traffic. Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) is an 

FDM type of scheme that is used as a digital multi-carrier modulation method where a 

number of closely spaced orthogonal sub-carriers are used to carry data. The data is 

divided into several parallel data streams or channels, one for each sub-carrier. A 

flexible resource allocation is achieved through dynamic assignment of sub-carriers to 

a specific node. Each sub-carrier is modulated with a conventional modulation scheme 

at a low symbol rate. Furthermore, Multiple-Input, Multiple-Output (MIMO) antenna 

technology is used in LTE. Minimum transmission time interval is 1 ms and 

modulation scheme is 64QAM. Spectrum flexibility was an important design goal for 

LTE and it was built to scale using bandwidths ranging from 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz in 

both paired and unpaired configurations. A wide range of frequency bands are 

expected to be used for LTE including the 700 MHz band allowing for indoor usage 

and wide coverage. LTE provides data rates up to 100 Mbits/s in the downlink 

direction, uplink data rates up to 50 Mbps in the uplink direction and latencies in the 

radio access network at 10 milliseconds. The system is non-backward compatible with 

GSM or UMTS and hence requires a new infrastructure. The upgraded version LTE 

Advanced is designed to meet the requirements from the Fourth Generation (4G) radio 

access network of 1 Gbits/s in data rate for stationary applications and 100 Mbits/s for 

mobile applications (Rashid et al., 2010). 
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The network architecture of LTE is based on functional decomposition principles, 

where required features are decomposed into functional entities without specific 

implementation assumptions about physical network entities. This is why 3GPP 

specified a new packet core, the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) network architecture to 

support the Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) through 

a reduction in the number of network elements, simpler functionality, improved 

redundancy, and most importantly allowing for connections and hand over to other 

fixed line and wireless access technologies, giving the service providers the ability to 

deliver a seamless mobility experience. 

The overall architecture has two distinct components: the access network and the core 

network. The access network is the E-UTRAN. The core network is all-Internet 

Protocol (IP) core network and is fully Packet Switched (PS). Services like voice, 

which are traditionally Circuit Switched (CS) will be handled using IP Multimedia 

Subsystem (IMS) network. The core network is called the Evolved Packet Core (EPC). 

Both radio access network and core network could achieve many functionalities 

including network access control functions, packet routing and transfer functions, 

mobility management functions, security functions radio resource management 

functions and network management functions. 
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Figure 2.3: The Structure of LTE Network (Rashid, 2010) 

E-UTRAN is the air interface of 3GPP’s Long-Term Evolution (LTE) upgrade path for 

mobile networks. It is a radio access network standard meant to be a replacement of the 

UMTS, High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA), and High Speed Uplink 

Packet Access (HSUPA) technologies specified in 3GPP releases 5 and beyond. LTE’s 

E-UTRAN is an entirely new air interface system, which provides higher data rates and 

lower latency and is optimized for packet data. It uses OFDMA radio access for the 

downlink and SC-FDMA for the uplink. The E-UTRAN in LTE architecture consists 

of a single node, i.e., the Evolved NodeB (eNB) that interfaces with the User 

Equipment (UE). This is the only node type in EUTRAN responsible for all radio 

interface-related functions. The aim of this simplification is to reduce the latency of all 

radio interface operations. eNBs are connected to each other via the X2 interface, and 

they connect to the PS core network via the S1 interface (see Figure 2.4). There are 

two interfaces concerned in handovers in E-UTRAN which are S1 and X2 interfaces. 

Both interfaces can be used in handover procedures, but with different purposes (Ali-

Yahiya, 2011). 
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Main node types in the EPC are  Mobility Management Entity (MME)  responsible for 

mobility, UE identity, security management functions, the Serving Gateway (S-GW)  

terminating the interface towards E-UTRAN, and the Packet data network Gateway 

(PGW) terminating the interface towards the Packet Data Network (PDN). It should be 

noted that the circuit switched domain finally has been removed from the network 

architecture. In LTE voice services are not delivered through dedicated nodes in the 

core network, but through Voice over IP (VoIP)-based mechanisms in other 

subsystems like the IMS (Rashid et al., 2010). 

 

Figure 2.4: E-UTRAN Architecture (Ali-Yahiya, 2011) 

   

2.5 Handover 

In cellular telecommunications, the term handover or handoff refers to the process of 

transferring an ongoing call or data session from one channel connected to the core 

network to another channel (Arun and Jayaramaiah, 2014). The basic handover 

procedure is as shown in Figure 2.5. Handover procedure is one of the most important 

functions of a mobile system which tries to keep a user connected to the best base 
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station such that QoS of the ongoing session is met. Two types of handovers based on 

the when the connection to new cell is established are: 

 

Figure 2.5: Basic Handover Procedure (Arun and Jayaramaiah, 2014) 

2.5.1 Hard Handover 

In hard handover, the connection to the target cell is established after the connection to 

the source cell is broken. Hence this handover is also called the "break-before-connect" 

handover (Arun and Jayaramaiah, 2014). In this category all the old radio links in the 

UE are abandoned before the new radio links are established. The hard handover is 

commonly used when dealing with handovers in the legacy wireless systems. The hard 

handover requires a user to break the existing connection with the current cell (source 

cell) and make a new connection to the target cell (Lin et al., 2011). 

2.5.2 Soft Handover 

In soft handover, the connection to the target cell is established before the connection 

to the source cell is broken. Hence this handover is also called the "connect-before-

break" handover (Arun and Jayaramaiah, 2014). In this handover category the radio 

links are added and abandoned in such manner that the UE always keeps at least one 

radio link to the UTRAN. Soft handover were introduced in WCDMA architecture. 

There is a centralized controller called Radio Network Controller (RNC) to perform 

handover control for each UE in the architecture of WCDMA. It is possible for a UE to 
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simultaneously connect to two or more cells (or cell sectors) during a call. If the cells 

the UE connected are from the same physical site, it is referred as softer handover. Soft 

handover is suitable for maintaining an active session, preventing voice call dropping, 

and resetting a packet session. However, the soft handover requires much more 

complicated signaling, procedures and system architecture such as in the WCDMA 

network (Lin et al., 2011). 

2.6 Handover Procedure in LTE Network 

Handover in LTE is purely hard handover. It is a user assisted and network controlled, 

and it is usually based on the downlink and/or uplink channel measurements which are 

processed in the user-equipment (UE). There are two types of handover procedures in 

downlink LTE for UEs in active mode (Active mode means the UE is 

transmitting/receiving packets to/from the core network, either voice packet, or data 

packet) which are the S1 and X2 handover procedures. The X2-handover procedure is 

normally used for the inter-eNB handover to balance network load and prevent 

interference. However, when there is no X2 interface between two eNBs, or if the 

source eNB has been configured to perform handover towards a particular target eNB 

via the S1 interface, then an S1-handover procedure will be triggered. The S1-based 

handover procedure is used for communicating with non-3GPP specific access 

technologies such as CDMA2000. There are three phases involved in both S1 and X2 

handover procedures which are preparation phase, execution phase, and completion 

phase as in Figure 2.6. In the preparation phase, the UE needs to send measurement 

reports periodically to the source eNB. Based on these reports, the source eNB will 

decide to which target eNB the UE should be handed over. These triggers are called 

events. These events have been described in Table 2.2. Besides the measurement 

reports, other criteria are also considered by the source eNB before a control message 
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is sent to the target eNB to prepare for the handover. Upon receiving the control 

message requesting to prepare for handover, the target eNB will prepare a buffer for 

the UE. Once the preparation phase is completed, a handover command control 

message is sent by the source eNB to the UE in the execution phase to notify the UE 

that it is going to be handed over to another eNB. Upon receiving the message, the UE 

will disconnect itself from the source eNB and request for connection with the target 

eNB. At the same time, the source eNB forwards all packets of the UE to the target 

eNB. These packets are queued by the target eNB in the UE buffer. Once the UE has 

successfully connected to the target eNB, the target eNB transmits all the buffered 

packets of the UE followed by the incoming packets from the target gateway. The 

handover procedure moves to the completion phase after the UE sends to the target 

eNB a handover complete message that indicates this handover is completed. The main 

purposes of the completion phase are to release all the resources used by the UE at the 

source eNB and to notify the upper layer to switch the path of the packet to the target 

eNB. Therefore, the target eNB needs to inform the source eNB to release all resources 

from the UE and the target MME to execute path switching to the target eNB, 

respectively (Lin et al., 2011). 
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Figure 2.6: Intra-Frequency X2-based Handover  (Halenius, 2011) 

Table 2.2: Measurement Events and Triggering Conditions (3GPP, 2013) 

Event  Triggering Condition 

A1 Serving becomes better than threshold 

A2 Serving becomes worse than threshold 

A3 Neighbour becomes offset better than serving 

A4 Neighbour becomes better than threshold 

A5 Serving becomes worse than threshold1 and 

neighbor becomes better than threshold2 

BI Inter RAT neighbor becomes better than threshold 

B2 Serving becomes worse than threshold1 and 

inter RAT neighbor becomes better than threshold2 

 

2.7 LTE Handover Measurements 

The handover procedure in LTE is based on the UE’s measurements. Handover 

decisions are usually based on the downlink channel measurements which consist of 

Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) and Reference Signal Received Quality 
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(RSRQ) made in the UE and sent to the eNB regularly. UE related measurements for 

the handover in LTE as per 3GPP specifications are: 

2.7.1 Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) 

The RSRP measurement provides cell-specific signal strength metric. This 

measurement is used mainly to rank different LTE candidate cells according to their 

signal strength and is used as an input for handover and cell reselection decisions. 

RSRP is defined for a specific cell as the linear average received power (in Watts) of 

the signals that carry cell-specific Reference Signals (RS) within the considered 

measurement frequency bandwidth (Sesia et al., 2009). 

According to Luan et al. (2012) RSRP is measured for a considered cell as the linear 

average over the power contribution of the resource elements that carry cell-specific 

reference signals within the considered measurement frequency bandwidth. The cell-

specific reference signals can be used for RSRP determination. RSRP is calculated 

from the source eNB transmit power ( Ps ), the pathloss values from UE to the source 

eNB (Lue ) and additional shadow fading with a log-normal distribution and a standard 

deviation of 3dB (Lfad ). RSRP values which UE receives is as follows: 

                                                                                                                

(2.1) 

2.7.2 Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR) 

SINR is calculated from the RSRP of the source eNB (RSRPs,ue ) and the RSRP of the 

target eNB (interfering cell) plus the thermal noise. The RSRP values of the interferers 

and the thermal noise are added up to (RSRPint,noise). The SINR value is as follows, 

(Luan et al., 2012). 
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(2.2)  

2.7.3 E-UTRA Carrier Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)  

RSSI is the total received wideband power observed by the UE from all sources, 

including co-channel serving and non-serving cells, adjacent channel interference, 

thermal noise, etc. RSSI can be written as, (Luan et al., 2012). 

                                                                                     

(2.3) 

                  
    

    
              

(2.4) 

2.8 Performance Metrics 

The performance of handover algorithms is quantitatively determined by the following 

metrics; number of handovers, throughput and delay. The average number of 

handovers per UE is the metric that is related to handover aspect whereas the system 

throughput and delay are network related performance metrics. Throughout this study 

we use the above criteria for the analysis and comparative performance evaluation of 

different handover algorithms. Detailed descriptions of each metric are provided as 

below:  

2.8.1 Number of Handovers 

Number of handover per user indicates the total handovers count as the UE moves 

between several overlapping eNB. The average handovers per UE represents the 

number of Handovers happening in a cell for particular period of time. It has the 

following expression:  
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 ⁄                                                                  

(2.5)   

where HOavg and HOtotal are the average number of handovers per UE and total number 

of successful handovers per UE, respectively and U is the total number of UE. HOtotal 

is incremented if and only if a handover is performed successfully. A successful 

handover is defined as a UE has been handed over from source to target cell while 

maintaining the on-going data transmission. 

2.8.2 Throughput 

Throughput is the rate of successful message delivery over a communication channel. 

Throughput is usually measured in bits per second (bit/s or bps), and sometimes in data 

packets per second or data packets per time slot. 

2.8.3 Handover Delay 

Handover delay is the time period between the decision to trigger the handoff and the 

establishment of a reliable link with the target eNB. The duration of the execution of a 

handoff should be as short as possible in order to minimize the transfer period during   

which the connection may be lost. Handover delay is given by: 

                                  

(2.6)                                                                               

where    is the instant the HO confirm is received at the target eNB and   is the instant 

when the measurement report is transmitted by the UE. Hence the handover overall 

delay includes the delay due to transmission of the measurement report, reception and 

processing of  handover command, Radio Access Channel (RACH) procedure and the 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bits_per_second
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_packets
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_packets
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time-division_multiplexing
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reception and processing of handover confirmation message plus delays via X2 and 

within serving and target eNB. 

There are other performance metrics worth mentioning: number of handoff attempts, 

rate of failure, number missed handoffs and ping-pong handoffs. 

2.9 Existing Handover Algorithms in LTE 

A handover algorithm is used for making a handover decision. A handover will be 

triggered if several conditions specified by a handover algorithm are satisfied. There 

are many well known algorithms to carry out the handover from source cell to target 

cell. 

2.9.1 LTE Hard Handover Algorithm  

This algorithm consists of two variables, handover margin (HOM) or hysteresis and 

Time to Trigger (TTT) timer. HOM is the difference of signal strength received 

between neighboring cells. HOM ensures the target cell is the most appropriate cell 

during handover. A TTT value is the time interval that is required for satisfying HOM 

condition. HOM is usually measured in decibels and TTT is measured in seconds. 

HOM condition is executed for the defined TTT value. A handover is triggered when 

the triggering condition (2.7) and (2.8) are both satisfied, followed by the handover 

command. 

                              

(2.7) 

                                                                                                                   

(2.8) 

where, 
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RSRPT and RSRPS are the received power from the target cell and the serving cell 

respectively, and HOTrigger timer starts when (2.7) is satisfied (Arun and Jayaramaiah, 

2014). 

2.9.2 A3-RSRP Handover Algorithm (Strongest Cell Handover Algorithm) 

The A3-RSRP handover algorithm is also known as the strongest cell handover 

algorithm. This algorithm is based on Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) 

measurements and event A3. The idea is to provide each UE with the best possible 

RSRP. This is done by performing a handover as soon as a better cell (i.e. with 

stronger RSRP) is detected. Event A3 (neighbor cell’s RSRP becomes better than 

serving cell’s RSRP) is chosen to realize this concept.  

2.9.3 A2-A4-RSRQ Handover Algorithm 

According to LENA project (2013), the algorithm utilizes the RSRQ measurements 

acquired from Event A2 and Event A4. Thus, the algorithm will add two measurement 

configurations to the corresponding eNB Radio Resource Controller (RRC) instance. 

Their intended use are described as follows; Event A2 (serving cell’s RSRQ becomes 

worse than threshold) is leveraged to indicate that the UE is experiencing poor signal 

quality and may benefit from a handover. Event A4 (neighbor cell’s RSRQ becomes 

better than threshold) is used to detect neighboring cells and acquire their 

corresponding RSRQ from every attached UE, which are then stored internally by the 

algorithm. By default, the algorithm configures Event A4 with a very low threshold, so 

that the trigger criteria are always true.  
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Figure 2.7: A2-A4-RSRQ Handover Algorithm (LENA Project, 2013) 

2.9.4 A2-A5-RSRQ Handover Algorithm 

A2-A5-RSRQ algorithm utilizes the RSRQ measurements acquired from Event A2 and 

Event A5. Event A2 is used to indicate to the network if the UE is receiving decent 

power level or not. This algorithm has two thresholds which are serving cell threshold 

(threshold 1) and neighbor cell threshold (threshold 2). When serving cell becomes 

worse than threshold (event A2) measurement for event A5 is triggered (serving 

becomes worse than threshold 1 and neighbor becomes better than threshold 2), if the 

measurement of event A5 is satisfied handover is triggered. Figure 2.8 depicts A2-A5-

RSRQ handover algorithm. 
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Figure 2.8: A2-A5-RSRQ Handover Algorithm 

2.9.5 Integrator Handover Algorithm 

Integrator Handover Algorithm is an LTE handover algorithm proposed in 2008. The 

main concept is to make the handover decision by the historical signal strength 

differences. There are three parts in integrator handover algorithm, RSRP difference 

calculation, filtered RSRP difference computation, and handover decision (Lin et al., 

2011). 

Start 

eNB receives measurement reports 

from UE (Event A2 and A5) 

Look for neighbor cell with the best 

RSRQ 

Best neighbor RSRQ 

>=Neighbor cell Threshold 

Serving cell RSRQ  

<=Serving Cell Threshold? 

Trigger handover procedure for 

this UE to the best neighbor 
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2.10 Related Works 

So far, many studies have been done concerning problems related to handover 

algorithms for handover performance optimization and evaluation. Lin et al. (2011) 

proposed a handover algorithm known as LTE Hard Handover Algorithm with 

Average RSRP Constraint (LHHAARC) in order to minimize number of handovers 

and the system delay as well as maximize the system throughput. The LHHAARC 

algorithm is based  on LTE Hard Handover algorithm with an extra average RSRP. 

LHHAARC was evaluated and compared over data traffic with 1Mbps constant rate 

with three algorithms which are LTE Hard Handover algorithm, Received Signal 

Strength based TTT window algorithm and Integrator Handover Algorithm via C++ 

platform computer simulation. The results showed that LHHAARC outperforms LTE 

Hard Handover Algorithm, Received Signal Strength based TTT window Algorithm 

and Integrator Handover Algorithm by having less number of average handover per 

UE per second, shorter total system delay whilst maintaining a higher total system 

throughput.  

Arun and Jayaramaiah (2014) evaluated and compared the performance of LTE Hard 

Handover Algorithm (LHHA) and LHHAARC taking the QoS parameters such as 

throughput, handover delay of multimedia services such as audio, video through 

simulation using JAVA platform. The results obtained from simulation proved that 

LHHAARC performs better than LHHA algorithm evaluated under different 

circumstances. Arun and Jayaramaiah (2014) concluded this by analyzing the increase 

in throughput rate and reduced delay in transmission of multimedia information 

between mobile nodes. 
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Luan et al. (2012) introduce two kinds of handover algorithms that adjust the handover 

parameters of LTE eNB to improve the overall network performance. The focus of this 

research was on the impact that two kinds of handover algorithms compared to A3 

event based on the optimization of hysteresis and time to trigger in the different 

velocity environment and the different SINR. Parameters have been designed and 

implemented in a dynamic system level simulator and have been investigated for 

different parameter sets in a high speed railway simulation scenario. RSRP and RSRQ 

parameters simulated in a dynamic link level and influence factors studied via 

simulation. The results suggest that the proposed optimized handover algorithms have 

better handover success rate than classical A3 by the adjustment of hysteresis and TTT 

in the different velocity interval. 

Chavarría (2014) investigated the performance of LTE handover based on Power 

Budget Handover Algorithm (PBHA). The study focused on different combinations or 

settings of HOM and TTT values to evaluate the handover performance based on 

RSRP measurement within certain deployment scenarios, such as different UE speeds, 

system loads and cell sizes. The PBHA picks the best hysteresis and time-to-trigger 

combinations to evaluate the system performance in terms of number of handovers, 

SINR, throughput, delay and packet lost for UE’s which are about to perform the 

handover. The results showed that the system load does not affect significantly the 

optimal setting of handover hysteresis and TTT. It also concluded that the optimal 

triggering setting can improve the performance by tuning the handover triggering 

setting. 
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2.10.1 Conclusion 

Within the recent research on optimization of LTE handover algorithms the focus has 

been on regular HTC traffic services such as voice, video and data. MTC promises 

huge market growth with expected 50 billion connected devices by 2020 (Morioka, 

2011). Support for such a massive number of MTC devices has deep implications on 

the cellular network performance. Since the focus within these related research has not 

been on how to optimize the existing LTE handover algorithms to support MTC traffic 

considering quality of service, this research will propose a suitable handover algorithm 

to support MTC in LTE network.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents the research design of this research of handover algorithm for 

MTC in LTE network. The research design includes a strategy for collecting, analyzing 

and assessing data in order to ensure that the problem statement is being answered in 

the most proper manner. According to Creswell (2009), there are different kinds of 

research approaches; this includes qualitative approach, quantitative approach, design 

science approach and mixed approach (mixture of qualitative methods and quantitative 

methods).  In this research quantitative approach has been used due to the nature of the 

research.  

This research involves investigating handover requirements in LTE network, 

evaluating the performance of existing handover algorithms for MTC in LTE network 

and suitable handover algorithm for MTC in LTE network is required at the end of this 

work. 

We first carried a literature review to ground the theoretical part of this research and 

investigating handover requirements. There after the performance evaluation have been 

done in simulated environment and results have been presented with the aid of tables 

and graphs. 

3.1 Literature Review 

Due to the fact that MTC and LTE are emerging technologies, many researchers have 

been devoted to conduct studies in MTC and LTE performance optimization. However 

few studies have undertaken in evaluating the performance of LTE handover 
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algorithms in HTC and there is no proposed handover algorithm for MTC among 

existing handover algorithms. 

Literature review was carried to gain an understanding of LTE and MTC architectures, 

properties and requirements of MTC applications in LTE and what have already been 

done on LTE handover algorithms. Moreover, handover requirements in LTE such as 

type of LTE handover, handover procedure, measurements events and triggering 

conditions and handover measurements have been investigated to address research 

question one. 

According to Oates (2006), the process of reviewing literature started with searching 

the literature from several digital libraries by using keywords which was extracted 

from the research title and research objectives. The keywords used in the search were 

“Handover”, “Handover algorithms in LTE network”, “Machine type communication”, 

“M2M”, “Handover requirements in LTE” and “Handover measurements”. 

The assessment of the literatures obtained was  done using the abstract and conclusions 

part to observe if they suit our center of attention. The priority of reviewing articles of 

the same concept was given to the latest published articles to ensure that knowledge of 

the state of art is gained. The sources of reviewed materials are mostly academic 

papers, books and technical reports. 

3.2 Simulation Environment 

Two algorithms were analyzed, these are A2-A4-RSRQ and A3-RSRP respectively. 

These were selected since they are supported by LTE module. The traffic type was real 

time MTC applications, three performance metrics selected to be used in the evaluation 

were number of handovers, uplink throughput, and handover delay within LTE 
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environment. Data collection was from simulated environment. Figure 3.1 depicts the 

simulation study of this research. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic Diagram of a Simulation Study 

3.2.1 Simulation Tool 

The research was done using a dynamic system level simulator called Network 

Simulator-3 (NS-3). NS-3 is a discrete event network simulation tool available for 

research and educational purposes and is maintained, developed and distributed by the 

NS-3 open source project. 

NS-3 is in some ways a follow up effort from the very popular NS-2 tool but does not 

yet contain all the modules that are available in NS-2. However, it has some 

advantages like support for multiple interfaces per node and much better modeling of 

IP and internet protocol stacks. The modules within NS-3 are strongly object oriented, 

written in C++ while scripting tasks such as generating and running simulations can 

also be done in the python scripting language. 
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Within the scope of this work, NS-3 version 3.19 was used as the modeling 

framework. This version of NS-3 contains contributed modules for simulating LTE 

radio network nodes. It also has some basic modeling tools that would allow 

developers to design and build functions for network performance into simulations of 

various network model scenarios in the context of NS-3. NS-3 models are abstract 

representations of real-world objects, protocols, devices, etc. 

Modules within NS-3 are normally designed and implemented in two parts, the module 

itself containing all object classes and the logic defining the interactions between these 

classes and helper classes. Helper classes are classes that provide a simple interface to 

the internal objects of the model allowing developers to create, initialize, parameterize 

and terminate the objects of the required models. The interface is provided in a 

comfortable fashion without any need to be concerned with the actual workings of the 

model, making it convenient to utilize the many existing modules within the open 

source project (NS-3 model library, 2013). 

Simulations within NS-3 are defined in “wrapper” programs which can either be 

implemented in C++ or with Python scripts. Wrappers use helpers to set up and 

configure the model including activating various tracing groups that are coded in the 

model.  

 

Figure 3.2: NS-3 Simulation Tool Logical Structure (NS-3 model library, 2013) 

    LTE Module 
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This module consists of LTE-EPC simulation model which has two components as 

Figure 3.3 depicts. 

  LTE Model: This model includes the LTE Radio Protocol stack which resides 

entirely within the UE and the eNB nodes. 

 EPC Model: This model includes core network interfaces, protocols and 

entities. These entities and protocols reside within the SGW, PGW and MME 

nodes, and partially within the eNB nodes.     

 

Figure 3.3: Overview of the LTE-EPC Simulation Model (NS-3 model library, 

2013) 

The LTE model has been designed to support the evaluation of the following aspects of 

LTE systems: radio resource management, QoS-aware Packet Scheduling, Inter-cell 

Interference coordination and dynamic spectrum access. In order to model LTE 

systems to a level of detail that is sufficient to allow a correct evaluation of the above 

mentioned aspects, the following features have been considered (NS-3 model library, 

2013). 

 The model allows the possibility to perform an X2-based handover between 

two eNBs. 
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 At the radio level, the granularity of the model should be at least that of the 

Resource Block (RB). In fact, this is the fundamental unit being used for 

resource allocation. Without this minimum level of granularity, it is not 

possible to model accurately packet scheduling and inter-cell-interference.  

 The simulator scale up to tens of eNBs and hundreds of User Equipment 

(UEs). This rule out the use of a link level simulator, i.e., a simulator whose 

radio interface is modeled with a granularity up to the symbol level.  

 It is possible within the simulation to configure different cells so that they use 

different carrier frequencies and system bandwidths.  

 To be more representative of the LTE standard, as well as to be as close as 

possible to real-world implementations, the simulator  support the MAC 

Scheduler API published by the FemtoForum. By introducing support for this 

interface in the simulator, it is possible for LTE equipment vendors and 

operators to test in a simulative environment exactly the same algorithms that 

would be deployed in a real system. 

 The model is to be used to simulate the transmission of IP packets by the upper 

layers.  

The main objective of the EPC model is to provide means for the simulation of end-to-

end IP connectivity over the LTE model. To this aim, it supports for the 

interconnection of multiple UEs to the internet, via a radio access network of multiple 

eNBs connected to a single SGW/PGW node, as shown in Figure 3.3 (NS-3 model 

library, 2013). 

The following design choices have been made for the EPC model: 

 The only PDN type supported is IPv4. 
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 The SGW and PGW functional entities are implemented within a single node, 

which is referred to as the SGW/PGW node. 

 A requirement for the EPC model is that it can be used to simulate the end-to-

end performance of realistic applications. Hence, it should be possible to use 

with the EPC model any regular NS-3 application working on top of Transport 

Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Protocol (UDP). 

 Another requirement is the possibility of simulating network topologies with 

the presence of multiple eNBs, some of which might be equipped with a 

backhaul connection with limited capabilities. In order to simulate such 

scenarios, the user data plane protocols being used between the eNBs and the 

SGW/PGW should be modeled accurately. 

 It should be possible for a single UE to use different applications with different 

QoS profiles. Hence, multiple EPS bearers should be supported for each UE. 

This includes the necessary classification of TCP/UDP traffic over IP done at 

the UE in the uplink and at the PGW in the downlink. 

3.2.2 Traffic Model 

In order to analyze handover algorithm performance it is often necessary to generate 

traffic. This is often accomplished by using a packet generator specifically designed to 

generate a specific pattern of traffic (for example, to match a measured traffic source). 

In this research, a traffic model have been designed to match with the behavior of a 

real generated traffic using stochastic process. The major parameters for MTC traffic 

model are the message size transmitted by the MTC device and inter-send time i.e. 

time between transmissions of two consecutive MTC messages. The message/data size 
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varies according to the MTC applications. According to Mehmood (2014), in MTC 

applications such as ITS, devices transmit 64 Bytes of data. 

In the context of MTC applications, network has to face increased load as well as 

possible surges of MTC traffic due to massive concurrent data and signaling 

transmission, in which case the inter-arrival time distribution of MTC devices may 

follow Beta distribution over Time (Jian et al., 2013). Memory-less data packet arrivals 

per MTC device are assumed, in order to accurately model the traffic behavior of MTC 

applications such as ITS, where data are triggered by random events. 

Traffic inter-send time were modeled by the researcher using Beta distribution with 

two statistical parameters which are α and β expressing the inter-send time. Based on 

an assigned inter-send time, random traffic patterns obeying the Beta distribution are 

easily generated for each MTC device utilizing random number generators. 

According to Jian et al. (2013), numerical analysis showed that if the arrival pattern 

follows Beta distribution, it could potentially increase the mean sojourn time, mean 

waiting time of the system and decrease server utilization. Beyond 3GPPs proposals, if 

we want to choose an appropriate Beta distribution for different MTC applications, it is 

better to let α < β. Beta (2, 3) have been used to model the traffic inter-send time of 

this research. 

3.2.3 Simulation Scenario 

The handover scenarios were studied in simulated environment using selected 

handover algorithms. The handover procedure has different parameters which are used 

to enhance its performance and setting these parameters to the optimal values is a very 

important task. In LTE the triggering of handover is usually based on measurement of 
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link quality and some other parameters in order to improve the performance. The 

parameters which have been used in this study are threshold, offset, hysteresis (HO 

margin) and Time to Trigger (TTT). The listed parameters will affect directly the 

handover initiations and hence they can be tuned according to certain design goals. 

However, there are other parameters like the measurement report period which can 

also have an impact on the handover initiations. The study model of this research is 

shown in Figure 3.4. The inputs of the study are tunable parameters such as threshold, 

offset, hysteresis, TTT, cell size, UE or MTC device speed and number of MTC 

devices. The outputs are uplink throughput, number of handovers and handover delay. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Study Model 

In summary, the starting point of the handover triggering procedure is the 

measurements performed by the UE. These are done periodically as defined by the 

measurement period parameter configured at the eNB. This study focuses on downlink 

handover measurements. The following are scenarios which have been deployed in the 

study. 
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Scenario I: A2-A4-RSRQ Handover Algorithm 

As have been explained in Chapter 2 this handover algorithm implementation is based 

on RSRQ measurements, Event A2 and Event A4. A2-A4-RSRQ algorithm has two 

parameters which are threshold and offset. Handover decision made by this algorithm 

is primarily based on Event A2 measurements (serving cell's RSRQ becomes worse 

than threshold). When the event is triggered, the first condition of handover is fulfilled.  

Event A4 measurements (neighbor cell's RSRQ becomes better than threshold) are 

used to detect neighboring cells and their respective RSRQ. When a neighboring cell's 

RSRQ is higher than the serving cell's RSRQ by a certain offset, then the second 

condition of handover is fulfilled. 

When the first and second conditions above are fulfilled, the algorithm informs the 

eNB RRC to trigger a handover. The threshold for Event A2 has been configured in the 

`ServingCellThreshold` attribute (if the RSRQ of serving cell is worse than this 

threshold, neighbor cells are considered for handover). The offset used in the second 

condition also configured by setting the `NeighbourCellOffset` attribute (Minimum 

offset between serving and best neighbor cell to trigger the handover). 

As per 3GPP specifications, value of threshold and offset are expressed in RSRQ range 

which is an integer between 0 and 34, with 0 as the lowest RSRQ. The threshold values 

used in the simulations were 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB, 20 dB and 30 dB respectively with 

the offset of 1 dB. These values were used to obtain the optimal setting. UE/MTC 

device speed values for LTE networks are specified by 3GPP. The values taken in this 

study were 0 km/h, 30 km/h, 60 km/h and 120 km/h. The study used beta distribution 

traffic model, modeled by the researcher. 
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Scenario II: A3-RSRP Handover Algorithm 

The algorithm utilizes Event A3 UE measurements and RSRP. It is defined as the 

event when the UE perceives that a neighbor cell's RSRP is better than the serving 

cell's RSRP. This algorithm also has two parameters which are hysteresis and TTT. 

The Hysteresis margin also called HOM is the main parameter that governs the HO 

algorithm between two eNB’s. The handover is initiated if the link quality of another 

cell is better than current link quality by a hysteresis value. When a condition is 

reached in which the serving cell RSRP drops an amount of the configured hysteresis 

below the measured neighbor cell, a timer is started. In case this condition lasts for the 

amount of the TTT value, a measurement report is sent to the eNB, which initiates the 

handover by sending a handover command to the UE. In case the reporting conditions 

change and no longer satisfy the triggering conditions before the timer reaches the TTT 

value, a measurement report will not be sent and new measurement calculations and 

timers are started. 

The hysteresis range as per 3GPP specifications is between 0 to 15 dB. This research 

used hysteresis of 3 dB and 9 dB respectively. Also the TTT used were 64, 256 and 

2560 milliseconds as defined in 3GPP valid values for TTT. These values were used to 

obtain the optimal value for A3-RSRP handover algorithm. Moreover, the device 

speed was 0 km/h, 30 km/h, 60 km/h and 120 km/h respectively. The values of these 

parameters apply to all attached UEs. Furthermore, beta distribution traffic model has 

been used. 
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Scenario III: A2-A4-RSRQ Handover Algorithm and A3-RSRP Handover 

Algorithm with optimal settings 

A2-A4-RSRQ  and A3-RSRP handover algorithms  with optimal  values have been 

used to evaluate the handover performance of each algorithm. The optimal values were 

30 dB threshold for A2-A4-RSRQ handover algorithm and 3 dB hysteresis and 256 

TTT for A3-RSRP handover algorithm. Also 0 km/h, 30 km/h, 60 km/h and 120 km/h 

device speed have been used with beta distribution traffic model.  

3.2.4 Simulation Setup 

The system is modeled and simulated in the dynamic system level simulator NS-3. A 

radio network consisting of  7 cells of 5 MHz bandwidth with 25 resource blocks and 

2.1 GHz carrier frequency is built. These values were selected because they provide 

the favorable cell peak throughput as per 3GPP specifications. Figure 3.5 is the cellular 

layout of the simulation. 

 

Figure 3.5: Cell Network Layout 
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A fixed number of MTC devices are randomly distributed over the area with random 

initialized positions and they are moving at different speeds in random directions. The 

traffic model is defined as Beta distribution. The most relevant simulation parameters 

are listed in the Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Simulation Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Cellular layout 7 three-sectored sites in hexagonal layout(21 

cells in total) 

Channel model Typical urban 

Number of MTC devices 

(UE) 

100 MTC devices randomly distributed around 

the sites 

Inter-site distance 500m 

Antenna type Parabolic antenna 

Antenna parameters (eNB) Beam width: 70 dB Maximum attenuation: 

20dB 

UL Bandwidth 5 MHz 

Carrier frequency 2.1 GHz 

eNB Tx power per sector 46 dBm 

Traffic type MTC data traffic 

Traffic data size 64 Bytes 

Data inter-send time Beta (2, 3) 

Data rate 250 kbps 

Mobility Model Steady state Random way Point (RWP) 

MTC devices position Randomly distribution 

MTC device speed 0, 30, 60, 120, 180 [km/h] 

Path loss model LOS, hybrid buildings propagation model 

Simulation duration 50 s 

Run number 5 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents simulation results of several simulation scenarios. These 

simulations were performed using LTE- NS3 model and plotted in graphs to simplify 

the analysis. The graphs are generated based on the values obtained from the execution 

of both algorithms. Simulation time remains the same for both algorithms. Simulation 

results are for A2-A4-RSRQ handover algorithm, A3-RSRP handover algorithm and 

A2-A4-RSRQ and A3-RSRP with optimal settings. 

4.1 Simulation results and Performance Evaluation 

Performance metrics used in this study are number of handover, throughput and 

handover delay. 

4.1.1 A2-A4-RSRQ Handover Algorithm Results 

 

Figure 4.1: Number of Handover/MTC Device versus Speed (A2-A4-RSRQ) 
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Figure 4.2: Throughput versus Speed (A2-A4-RSRQ) 

 

Figure 4.3: Handover Delay versus Speed (A2-A4-RSRQ) 

According to Figure 4.1, the average handovers per MTC device represents the number 

of handovers that occurs during a simulation. From the results, number of handovers 
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increases as threshold increases in respect with increase of speed. A2-A4-RSRQ 

handover algorithm with 30 dB threshold generates the highest number of handovers.  

Figure 4.2 demonstrates that the A2-A4-RSRQ handover algorithm with 30 dB 

threshold has the highest throughput as speed increases. Also throughput decrease 

slightly as speed increases when the threshold is 5 dB. 

Figure 4.3 depicts the results for handover delay in A2-A4-RSRQ handover algorithm 

in five speed scenarios. Since the handover is more likely to occur frequently as the 

speed increases, results in an increasing handover delay under all settings being 

evaluated. However A2-A4-RSRQ with 30 dB threshold has minimum average delay. 

The performance of all threshold settings as shown in Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 

respectively, demonstrate that increasing  the threshold value results in increase in 

number of handovers, increase throughput and decrease handover delay. However, the 

threshold of 30 dB gave the optimal results for A2-A4-RSRQ handover algorithm as 

compared with other threshold settings based on several performance metrics. Table 

4.1 summarizes the results for A2-A4-RSRQ handover algorithm. 

Table 4.1: Results Summary for A2-A4-RSRQ Handover Algorithm 

Performance Metric Threshold 

Minimum number of handovers 5 dB 

Maximum throughput 30 dB 

Minimum handover delay 30 dB 
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4.1.2 A3-RSRP Handover Algorithm Results 

 

Figure 4.4: Number of Handover/MTC Device versus Speed (A3-RSRP) 

 

Figure 4.5: Throughput versus Speed (A3-RSRP) 
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Figure 4.6: Handover Delay versus Speed (A3-RSRP) 

Figure 4.4 depicts that, A3-RSRP handover algorithm with settings of  9 dB hysteresis 

and 64 ms TTT gives minimum number of handovers when compared with the 3 dB 

hysteresis and 64 ms TTT. The same tendency is observed for 9 dB hysteresis and 

2560 ms TTT and 3 dB hysteresis and 2560 ms respectively. A3-RSRP handover 

algorithm with 3 dB hysteresis and 256ms TTT triggers more handovers than other 

settings for 120 km/h and 180 km/h. 

Figure 4.5 illustrates that A3-RSRP handover algorithm with 3 dB hysteresis and 64ms 

TTT and 3 dB hysteresis and 256 ms TTT settings generates higher throughput when 

compared with 9 dB hysteresis and 64 ms TTT and 9 dB hysteresis and 256 ms TTT 

and 9 dB hysteresis and 2560 ms settings respectively.  

Figure 4.6 shows that 9 dB hysteresis and 64 ms TTT and 9 dB hysteresis and 2560 ms 

TTT  settings results in higher handover delay as compared with 3 dB hysteresis and 

64 ms TTT and 3 dB hysteresis and 256 ms TTT  as speed increases.  
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Results in Figure 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 respectively, demonstrate that, increase in hysteresis 

lead to decrease number of handovers, decrease throughput and increase delay as speed 

increases. UE speed is a very important aspect which has great influence in handover 

performance. High speed UE/MTC device go through the cells frequently, accordingly 

they will perform handover frequently, obviously it will degrade network performance. 

Moreover, TTT has the effect in the performance, although it can mitigate the ping-

pong effect (unnecessary handovers), it also causes radio link failure due to delayed 

handover. Observed drop of throughput and increase in delay at high TTT is due to 

delayed handover which causes radio link failure. Table 4.2 shows the results 

summary. From the results, A3-RSRP handover algorithm with 3 dB hysteresis and 

256 ms TTT has optimal results in all performance metrics compared with the rest of 

the settings. 

Table 4.2: Results Summary for A3-RSRP Handover Algorithm 

Performance Metric Hysteresis/TTT 

Minimum number of handovers 9 dB/2560 ms 

Maximum throughput 3 dB/64 ms and 3 dB/256 ms 

Minimum handover delay 3 dB/256 ms and 9 dB/256 ms 

4.2 Proposed Algorithm 

Proposed Algorithm is based on comparison between A2-A4-RSRQ and A3-RSRP 

handover algorithms with optimal settings respectively. Figure 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 

demonstrate the results of both handover algorithms with optimal settings. 
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Figure 4.7: Number of Handover/MTC device versus Speed (Optimal Settings) 

 

Figure 4.8: Throughput versus Speed (Optimal Settings) 
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Figure 4.9: Handover Delay versus Speed (Optimal Settings) 

Figure 4.7 and 4.8 show that A2-A4-RSRQ handover algorithm with 30 dB threshold 

generates minimum number of handover. Also its throughput is as good as A3-RSRP 

handover algorithm with 3 dB hysteresis and 256 ms TTT throughput . However, A2-

A4-RSRQ handover algorithm with 30 dB threshold  has slightly higher delay due to 

lack of TTT mechanism at all speed scenarios as compared with the other handover 

settings as Figure 4.9 depicts. Table 4.3 shows the results summary of A2-A4-RSRQ 

and A3-RSRP handover algorithms. 

Table 4.3: Results Summary for A2-A4-RSRQ and A3-RSRP Handover 

Algorithms 

Performance Metric Algorithm 

Minimum number of handovers A2-A4-RSRQ   

Maximum throughput A2-A4-RSRQ and A3-RSRP 

Minimum handover delay A3-RSRP 
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Finally based on the result data obtained we can conclude that A2-A4-RSRQ performs 

better compared to A3-RSRP handover algorithm. We conclude this by analyzing the 

decrease in number of handovers. A2-A4-RSRQ can effectively reduce the number of 

handovers per MTC device compared to A3-RSRP in all speed scenarios. According to 

3GPP specifications in properties and requirement of MTC, A2-A4-RSRQ with 30 dB 

threshold is the winning handover algorithm for MTC applications especially in ITS 

use case.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 CONCLUSION AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

5.1 Conclusion 

The focus of this research has been on determining the best handover algorithm for 

MTC in LTE network. The work progressed in several steps, starting with 

investigating handover requirements for MTC in LTE network. This was followed by 

evaluating performance of existing handover algorithms, choosing the best algorithm 

and evaluating its performance. The available software and academic resources were 

used to answer the research questions. Although this work was purely for academic 

purposes, network operators wishing to deploy handover algorithms for MTC in LTE 

network may use the approach explained above to choose the best handover algorithm. 

In this research, in order to carry out the handover algorithms performance evaluation 

process, the state of the art of handover in LTE, together with the existing handover 

algorithms in LTE and the LTE specifications have been studied. Moreover,    the 

performance of the LTE handover measurements for the most common 3GPP 

specifications has been investigated.   

Since the setting of handover triggers is of primary importance for a good performance 

of the handover procedure, different triggering settings for the selected handover 

algorithms have been performed. The selected handover algorithms were A2-A4-

RSRQ and A3-RSRP. The optimal settings for each algorithm have been proposed and 

performance evaluation has been carried out using the number of handovers, 

throughput and handover delay.  

The performance of both algorithms have been compared based on  performance 

metrics under different UE speed scenarios considering the MTC data in ITS. The 
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performance results prove that A2-A4-RSRQ handover algorithm with threshold of 30 

dB  performs better than A3-RSRP handover algorithm with 3 dB hysteresis and 256 

ms TTT.  

5.2 Future Research  

This research has considered for handover algorithms performance evaluation simple 

deployment scenarios due to software limitations.  However, in future research it 

would be advisable to investigate the best handover algorithm in LTE network for 

MTC considering more complex scenarios, i.e. larger cells, higher speeds and high 

loaded systems. Also other optimization parameters  and handover algorithms would  

be used. Also special behavior in some handover settings should be investigated e.g., 

variation in number of handovers for A3-RSRP with 9 dB hysteresis and 2560 ms TTT 

settings. 
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